Your views about your GP Service at Abbey Meads Medical Practice

YOU ASKED, WE ARE LISTENING
“Only problem is
getting through to
make an appointment
which can take a long
time. Otherwise happy
with it all.”

We are in a position to
walk down to make an
appt but many people
rely on the phone
which is impossible to
get through That a real
bug bear”

“Be able to
Book
online”

Practice Response
You highlighted difficulty getting through to the
Practice at 8.30am to make an appointment. The
Practice has increased the availability of
appointments that are bookable online. Online
appointment booking helps to elevate the pressure on
the telephone line first thing in the morning so
patients requiring urgent attention are able to get
through.

“Phone line was
constantly engaged for
15 mins this morning so
was difficult to get
through”

“It took me l5
times to get
through to book to
see the dr and
was from 8 30”

“Extended
hours for
blood tests”

Practice Response
The Practice offers a limited amount of GP
appointments outside normal working hours
4 days a week. Monday to Thursday we hold
extended clinics from 6.30pm until 7.30pm.
Thursday mornings the Practice opens at
7.30am for Health Care Assistant
appointments (blood tests, blood pressure
checks)

“Earlier
appointments.”
“Getting an
appointment is very
difficult may be you can
hire more doctors or
open a night clinic once
a week”

“Make booking
appointments
easier for shift
workers”
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“Faster blood
test
appointments
would be
good”
“Maybe have the
nurse more
available for
minor enquiries
that doesn't need
a doctor”
available”

“That u have 2
wait so long 4
blood test, ??”

Practice Response
The Practice is pleased to announce we
have recently recruited a new Clinical Nurse
Manager and Health Care Assistant. These
extra appointments will have a positive
impact on the waiting time for an
appointment.
“Make the
nurse more
available”

“The only issue I have
had previously is trying
to get an appointment
for a blood test... Takes
weeks instead of days.”

““Recruitment of
more. Doctors”

“Have more
doctors
available”

Practice Response
The Practice is aware there are issues
regarding patient access. To try and help this
situation we are operating a closed list so
appointments and resources can be prioritised
for existing patients and reduce further
demand on the service.
The Practice is continually trying to recruit new
GPs. The Practice has made changes to the
appointment booking system over the past
year to help accommodate the demand.

“Try to get
more Dr's”

““Recruit permanent
doctors to enable a
normal appointment
system to operate”
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““I couldn't cancel an
appointment as the
phones were constantly
busy”

Practice Response
The Practice offers a text messaging
appointment reminder service which allows a
patient to cancel their appointment by
replying to the text. This service is available
to all patients who have a mobile telephone
on their record and haven’t declined text
messaging.
Patients who use online services can cancel
their appointment via SystmOnline.

“Check prescriptions to
see if they have a second
sheet before sending to
Pharmacy as it can be
troublesome to have to
come back to collect
forgotten items.”

“Ensure reception
staff are
adequately trained
for their position.”

Practice Response
The Practice now closes every
Wednesday for staff training.
Any concerns or training issues raised
by patients are discussed during these
training sessions and any appropriate
action taken.

“In the waiting
room I was able to
hear receptionists
discussing patients
by name”

Practice Response
Unfortunately at this time Practice Nurse
appointments are not available to be
booked online as they all have different
specialities which are difficult to define and
ensure the appointment fits with individual
needs..

“Receptionists need
to be more
understanding and
listen to the patient
is trying to say”

“Maybe improve
the politeness of
your receptionist
staff.”

“Make more choices of
available appointments
when booking online”
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WE VALUE ALL COMMENTS FROM
PATIENTS AND AS A TEAM WILL DO ALL
WE CAN TO IMPROVE YOUR EXPERIENCE.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE CARDS
AVAILABLE FOR
THE FRIENDS AND FAMILY FEEDBACK.

